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ABSTRACT In this work, we used small-angle x-ray and neutron scattering to reveal the shape of the protein-DNA complex of
the Pseudomonas aeruginosa transcriptional regulator MexR, a member of the multiple antibiotics resistance regulator (MarR)
family, when bound to one of its native DNA binding sites. Several MarR-like proteins, including MexR, repress the expression of
efflux pump proteins by binding to DNA on regulatory sites overlapping with promoter regions. When expressed, efflux proteins
self-assemble to form multiprotein complexes and actively expel highly toxic compounds out of the host organism. The muta-
tional pressure on efflux-regulating MarR family proteins is high since deficient DNA binding leads to constitutive expression
of efflux pumps and thereby supports acquired multidrug resistance. Understanding the functional outcome of such mutations
and their effects on DNA binding has been hampered by the scarcity of structural and dynamic characterization of both free and
DNA-bound MarR proteins. Here, we show how combined neutron and x-ray small-angle scattering of both states in solution
support a conformational selection model that enhances MexR asymmetry in binding to one of its promoter-overlapping DNA
binding sites.
SIGNIFICANCE Several MarR-like proteins regulate the expression of efflux pumps, actively expelling highly toxic
compounds out of the host organism. Antibiotics resistance mutations lead to continuous production of efflux proteins and
increased bacterial survival. MexR is a MarR family member in the pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa, where
mechanisms for its selective DNA binding remain unclear. In this work, we used small-angle neutron and x-ray scattering to
evaluate the shapes of MexR in solution, free, and bound to its native DNA target. We find direct evidence of a DNA-binding
conformational selection mechanism, where MexR conformations equivalent to the bound state are present already in the
absence of DNA. Our work helps understanding how antibiotics resistance is regulated and how it could be defeated.
INTRODUCTION

The regulatory interactions of transcription factors represent
one of the most dynamic biological response systems in the
cell (1). Transcription factors interact both with DNA and
other proteins involved in regulatory complexes and need
to respond swiftly and accurately to changes in cellular stim-
uli. Over the past four decades, fundamental achievements
have been made in the structural understanding of protein-
DNA binding ranging from complexes of DNA with single
protein monomer and dimers to multiprotein complexes,
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entire transcription factor assemblies, and even nucleosomal
particles (2). The helix-turn-helix (HTH) DNA-binding
motif is extensively used by transcriptional regulators in
both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, enabling efficient and ver-
satile DNA binding (3). In the winged-HTHmotifs (wHTH),
an additional b-finger extends the DNA contact surface
beyond the major groove-HTH contacts (4). The wHTH su-
perclass contains the majority of prokaryotic transcription
factors, including the multiple antibiotics resistance regu-
lator (MarR) family to which MexR belongs (3).

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a Gram-negative bacterium
and an opportunistic pathogen that can cause severe nosoco-
mial infections (5). As a consequence of its inherent anti-
biotic resistance and its pathogenic potential, together with
increasing concern of infection of immunocompromised
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patients in hospitals, it has been described as a ‘‘priority path-
ogen’’ by the World Health Organization (6). Inherent multi-
drug resistance in P. aeruginosa is mainly attributable to an
interplay of low outer membrane permeability and increased
expression of protein-forming efflux pumps, which recognize
substances toxic to the bacteria, includingmultiple clinical an-
tibiotics such as quinolones, b-lactams, tetracycline, chloram-
phenicol, and novobiocin, and expel them from the cell (7,8).
Incapacitating the transcriptional repressor protein leads to
constitutively high production of the efflux proteins and thus
increased survival for the bacteria (8). Themechanism is com-
mon to a wide range of bacteria, and members of the MarR
family of proteins are ubiquitous in both archaea and bacteria
(9,10).

The MexR repressor inhibits gene expression by binding
to two DNA regions, designated PI and PII, which overlap
with promoter regions of MexR as well as the MexA-
MexB-OprM efflux operon, comprising genes of the
MexAB-OprM efflux pump (Fig. 1 A) (11,12). The PI and
PII sites each contain pairs of inverted palindromic
GTTGA sequences, suggesting one MexR dimer binding
at each PI and PII site (11), but outside the palindromes
the PI and PII sites are highly asymmetric (Fig. 1 A). As a
member of the homodimeric MarR family of wHTH
transcriptional regulators, the MexR homodimer holds a
triangular shape and pseudo-two-fold symmetry, where
amino- and carboxy-terminal helices interdigitate to create
a dimerization interface that supports DNA binding by
two helix-turn-helix motifs (13) (Fig. 1 B). The Ca distance
between conserved DNA-anchoring arginines in each a4 he-
lix (Arg73/730 in MexR) has been used as an indicator of
DNA binding suitability in the MarR family, as it reflects
the distance between the two recognition helices and can
been used as an indicator of DNA binding suitability
((8,13); see Fig. 1 B).

No high-resolution structure of MexR bound to DNA has
been obtained yet, possibly due to structural variability. The
first crystal analysis of MexR in the absence of DNA
showed four distinct dimer conformations, jointly suggest-
ing a two-state open-closed model, where an inhibitor-
induced conformational change would reduce the distance
between the a4 helices and thereby disable DNA binding
(13). In the MarR family protein OhrR, consecutive struc-
tural displacements were proposed to enable transition be-
tween apo- and DNA-bound states (14). Antirepression
would then interrupt this path, as in the crystal structure
of the MexR dimer complexed with the antirepressor protein
ArmR (15). The regulation of DNA binding also responds to
stress-induced cellular changes, which promote cysteine-
cross-linking inactivating both MarR and MexR (16),
thereby abolishing DNA binding (17). In our previous
work (18), we showed that molecular dynamics simulations
suggest that MexR exists in a wide range of conformations,
including a subpopulation similar to the DNA-bound
conformation of the MexR homolog OhrR (14), which we
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then used as a template for the MexR-DNA bound state.
Furthermore, access to the DNA-bound state within the
MexR-apo ensemble was limited by a mutation distant
from the DNA binding site restraining the conformational
ensemble, suggesting conformational selection as the prev-
alent DNA-binding mechanism for MexR (18).

To further investigate mechanisms forMexR-DNA binding
in solution, and to provide more information on MexR-DNA
bound state(s), we here provide a comprehensive small-angle
scattering (SAS) analysis of the freeMexR dimer as well as of
theMexR-DNA complex. Contrast variation SAS data jointly
with forward molecular modeling show that the ensemble of
DNA-bound MexR conformations identified by Small Angle
Neutron Scattering (SANS) is largely a subensemble of the
larger apo-MexR ensemble, supporting conformational selec-
tion, and it structurally resolves the MexR interaction with its
PII DNA binding site in solution, resulting in a molecular
model that is structurally related to OhrR- and SlyA-DNA
complexes (19) but with increased asymmetry. Jointly, our
findings support a conformational selection mechanism for
MexR-DNAbinding that results in increased protein asymme-
try in complexwith a native, nonsymmetricDNA-binding site.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein preparation

The DNA sequence encoding the MexR (Val5–Leu139, UniProt: P52003)

was subcloned into the pNH-TrxT vector (Addgene plasmid 26106;

http://n2t.net/addgene:26106; RRID:Addgene_26106 (20)), with a 6x-

His-thioredoxin tag after a tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease cleavage

site. Protein was overexpressed in Escherichia coli BL21 Rosetta

2(DE3), and bacteria were grown in Luria Broth medium at 37�C, in the

presence of kanamycin (50 m g/mL) and chloramphenicol (34 m g/mL). Cul-

tures were induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside

(IPTG) at OD600 ¼ 0.8, incubated overnight at 18�C, harvested by centrifu-
gation, and lysed by sonication in lysis buffer (300 mM NaCl, 50 mM

sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), 10 mM imidazole, 10 mM b-mercaptoe-

thanol (b-ME), 5% glycerol, 5 U/mL DNase I, and 1 � complete, EDTA-

free Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche Diagnostics)). The protein was

purified by immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) using

Ni-NTA-agarose resins at 4�C. The His-Trx tag was cleaved off with

TEV protease, followed by a reverse IMAC purification step. The cleaved

protein was purified on a HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 75 column (GE Health-

care) equilibrated in buffer containing 50 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-

piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) (pH 7.0), 150 mM NaCl, 10%

v/v glycerol, 1 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) (20).

Partially deuterated (73% nonexchangeable 2H) MexR was expressed us-

ing 100% D2O M9 minimal medium (6 g/L sodium phosphate buffer, 3 g/L

KH2PO4, 0.5 g/L NaCl, 0.1 mM CaCl 2, 1 mM MgSO4, 10 mg/L biotin,

1 mg/L thiamine, 2 g NH4Cl) with unlabeled glucose as a carbon source

and purified as above (21,22).

Purified proteins were 95% pure as judged by SDS-PAGE. Molecular

mass and corresponding degree of deuteration was obtained from matrix-

assisted laser desorption/ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF) analyses

(Bruker Daltonics). Protein concentration was determined by a Bradford

assay (23) calibrated against the MexR-R21W mutant (18) due to the

absence of tryptophan in wild-type MexR. Purified protein was concen-

trated using Amicon Centrifugal Filter (Millipore, regenerated cellulose

membrane), flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at �80 � C until

further use.

http://n2t.net/addgene:26106


FIGURE 1 Overview of MexR structure and

DNA-binding properties and MexR dimer. (A) Sche-

matic representation of MexAB-OprM multidrug

efflux operon; arrows indicate the direction of tran-

scription. Location of MexR regulatory DNA bind-

ing sites PI and PII in orange, PII sequence

detailed with palindromes in gray, and direction in

black arrows. (B) Crystal structure of a representa-

tive MexR homodimer in the absence of DNA in rib-

bon representation (1LNW:CD). Each secondary

structure element is individually labeled and colored

on the left monomer. The winged-HTH motif is

colored in blue in the monomer on the right and com-

prises a 2 b 1 a 3 a 4 b 2 (recognition helix) W1

(wing)- b 3. The distance between the two recogni-

tion helices (a 4/a 40) is commonly reflected by

the distance between Arg73-Ca in the two monomers

(indicated by yellow arrow). To see this figure in co-

lor, go online.
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DNA preparation

The DNA duplex was prepared from complementary 34-bp oligonucleo-

tides (Eurogentech) corresponding to the PII MexR binding site within the

PIIMexA promoter (11,12) (palindromes in boldface): forward: 50- CTTATT

TTA GTT GAC CTT ATC AAC CTT GTT TCA G; reverse 5’ - C TGA

AAC AAG GTT GAT AAG GTC AAC TAA AATAAG. The oligonucle-

otides were annealed in 5 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 20 mM sodium phos-

phate buffer, 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.0) at 95�C for 5 min, then allowed to

cool down slowly to 30�C for 2 h. The resulting duplex was stored at

4�C or �20�C for longer storage. The buffer ensuring sample monodisper-

sity is 150 mMNaCl, 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.1) and 10 mM

DTT.
Isothermal titration calorimetry measurements

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments were performed on a

MicroCal PEAQ-ITC instrument (Malvern). Before the experiment,
MexR and dsDNAwere dialyzed against 1 L of 5 mM b-mercaptoethanol,

20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 150 mM NaCl at pH 7.1 and centrifuged

at 3500 rpm for 10 min at the titration temperature (20 � C). MexR at 105 m

M concentration was titrated with the initial injection of 0.4 m L followed by

18 injections of 2.3 m L into the 2 mMdsDNA solution in cell. Data analysis

was performed with MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software (Malvern).
Size exclusion chromatography coupled to
multiangle laser light scattering (SEC-MALLS)

The MALLS experiment was performed following SEC by in-line measure-

ments using a Wyatt Technologies Mini-Dawn TREOS multiangle light

scattering detector coupled to an OptiLab T-Rex refractometer (RI). Sam-

ples were injected onto Superdex 75 Increase 5/150 analytical column

(GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.1), 150 mM NaCl,

10 mM DTT, 1% v/v glycerol, at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min. The

MALLS system was used at the incident wavelength of 659 nm, and in
Biophysical Journal 122, 1–11, January 3, 2023 3



c2 PEPSI c2 CRYSOL/N c2 MONSA

DMexR-PII 0% 1.3 1.3 5.3

DMexR-PII 56% 1.0 1.0 5.6

DMexR-PII 89% 2.5 3.7 3.8

HMexR-PII 0% 1.7 1.7 9.7

HMexR-PII 79% 1.8 2.1 8.0

MexR-PII x-ray 1.5 1.8 1.5
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combination with concentration estimates obtained from the RI (dn/dc ¼
0.185 mL/g) was used to evaluate the molecular weight (MW). The mea-

surements were done at 20�C. The MW distribution of species eluting

from the column was determined using ASTRA7 software (Wyatt

Technology).
SEC-SAXS measurements of apo-MexR

SEC-SAXS scattering intensities I(q) collection of MexR was performed

at 20�C at EMBL-P12-bioSAXS beamline (PETRAIII, DESY, Hamburg,

Germany) (24). The scattering intensities I(q) versus q, where q ¼
4p sinðqÞ=l with the x-ray wavelength l ¼ 1:24 Å (10 keV) and 2q is

the scattering angle. Column and elution parameters were the same as

for the SEC-MALLS. The 35 m L of sample at 8.5 mg/mL was injected.

Only those SAXS data frames with a consistent radius of gyration (Rg)

through the SEC elution peak and evaluated as statistically similar through

the measured q-range (0.0024–0.73 Å � 1) were used to generate the final

SAXS profile of MexR in solution using CHROMIXS software (25). The

experiment and data evaluation are further detailed in Table S1. The tables

in the supplementary are inspired by the guidelines described in Trewhella

et al. (26). The comparison between theoretical scattering calculated from

molecular structures and experimental data was performed with PEPSI-

SAXS (27); the goodness-of-fit was estimated by evaluating the lowest

c2 between model and experimental scattering curves and was not depen-

dent on the binning of data (Fig. S4). Experimental errors were in agree-

ment with what is expected for protein solutions at the studied MW and at

the concentrations used.
Batch SAS measurements of the MexR-DNA
complex

SANS experiments of the MexR-DNA complex were conducted on the

D22 instrument at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL), Grenoble, France,

with an incident wavelength l ¼ ð650:6Þ Å. For SANS contrast varia-

tion series, the hydrogenated (hMexR) or deuterated (dMexR) MexR

were mixed with equimolar DNA duplex, and the complex was dialyzed

against buffer containing 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.1),

150 mM NaCl, 10 mM DTT with D2O concentration of 0 and 79 v/v %

for hMexR-PII and 0, 56, 89 v/v % for dMexR-PII. The 6.2 mg/mL sam-

ples were measured at 10�C in rectangular Hellma cuvettes of 1 mm thick-

ness. Two different sample-to-detector distance/collimator setups were

used to cover the q-range of 0:014 � 0:5 Å�1: 5.6/5.6 and 1.4/2.8 m.

Data acquisition and instrument control were done using NOMAD soft-

ware (28). The raw scattering patterns were processed using GRASP soft-

ware (29), which includes azimuthal averaging, blocked-beam and empty

cell subtraction, transmission, thickness, and monitoring count normaliza-

tion and scaling to absolute intensity (I(q), cm�1) using direct flux mea-

surement and water normalization. Good statistics are strongly

dependent on the instrument, the detector, and the data collection. A

certain number of neutrons Nt on the whole detector will after radial aver-

aging give good statistics (30). The experiment times were optimized to

gain as much signal over time as possible given the concentration and mo-

lecular mass of the protein complex that means a difference DNt ¼
1; 000; 000 from the sample over the buffer. A short acquisition of 10 s
4 Biophysical Journal 122, 1–11, January 3, 2023
was made for each setup to estimate the sample count rate c/s, where

the desired DðNtÞ=Dðc =sÞ gives the acquisition time (see Table S2), where

Dðc =sÞ is the difference between the sample and the buffer count rate,

with the acquisition time for the buffer kept the same as the sample.

Further corrections of the experimental noise (31) were not required since

subsequent data evaluation included fits to data with the same number of

degrees of freedom (32). Curve merging, buffer subtraction, and Guinier

fit that is defined as ln IðqÞ versus q2, for qRg < 1:3 (33) was performed

using IGORpro SANS-reduction NCNR macros (34).

SAXS data of the MexR-DNA complex were acquired using Anton Paar

SAXSess in slit geometry at Linköping University, operated at a wavelength

of 1.54 Å (CuK awavelength) coupled with a CCD camera. Data were placed

on an absolute scale using the known scattering from pure water and reduced

to IðqÞ versus q for the protein by subtraction of the solvent blank. The data

reduction was performed with the proprietary software SAXSquant (Anton

Paar), including background subtraction, absorption correction, and desmear-

ing correction, which is based on the Lake algorithm (35). The 3.12 mg/mL

sample and corresponding buffer were measured at 10�C in a capillary of

1 mm thickness. Experiment parameters and their evaluation are detailed in

Table S2. Binning of SAXS data as highlighted in Fig. S5 was done to match

the SANS data points in subsequent SAS-based modeling and did not affect

the c2, as shown in Fig. S5. Experimental errors at the SAXSess in slit geom-

etry were in agreement with what is expected for protein solutions at compa-

rable MWs and concentrations (36).
SAS data processing and modeling

SAS data analysis was performed using programs from the ATSAS package

(37). Structural parameters were derived using Guinier analysis and from

the inverse Fourier transformation method. The pair distance distribution

P(r) plots of experimental data were determined using GNOM (38) from

which Rg, DMax (the estimated maximum particle dimension), and Ið0Þ
(the extrapolated intensity at zero angles) values were estimated. Both

the neutrons and x-ray scattering length densities (SLDs) were calculated

using MULCh (39). Data acquisition and evaluation are further detailed

in Table S1 for apo-MexR and Table S2 for the MexR-PII complex. The

Guinier fit within the Stuhrmann plot (40) of the MexR-PII complex is

shown in Fig. S9.

The program DAMMIF (41) was used for ab initio low-resolution shape

reconstruction of apo-MexR; as a target function, it uses the reciprocal-

space fit of the P(r) calculated from SAXS data and constrained to zero

at q ¼ 0 and q ¼ DMax. Ten independent ab initio-models of apo-MexR

were generated using DAMMIF, and the individual models were spatially

aligned using the DAMAVER package, including DAMSEL and

DAMSUP (42), to generate a spatial representation of the protein, i.e., a

final low-resolution model, taking into account the particle volume and

consistent structural features across the model cohort (DAMFILT; (43)).

As a basis for the molecular modeling of the MexR-DNA complex, an

ensemble of previously generated MexR structures by MD simulations

were used (18). In short, four MexR-wt crystal structures from Protein

Data Bank (PDB: 1LNW, chains CD, EF, and GH, selecting MexR residues

5–139 for all proteins) were used as starting structures in MD simulations

using Gromacs 4.5.5 (44) for each of the four different couple of chains,

totaling in 4 ms (10 � 4 � 100 ns) simulation time, generating an ensemble

of 15,000 MexR conformations. All comparisons between theorical scat-

tering calculated from molecular structures of the MD simulations were

performed with hydrogenated protein in H2O. Protein-DNA interactions

were explored using HDOCK (45) with default settings and with the upload

with the structures generated with MD simulations and with minimum c2,

for the molecule and the DNA ligand. Template-based docking using OhrR

protein-DNA complex (PDB ID: 1Z9C) was used to generate a structure of

MexR bound to DNA. First, PII B-DNAwas aligned to the DNA of MarR

proteins OhrR and SlyA, using the dyad center as a match point (MP).

Selected MexR models of the dimer with lowest c2 were then aligned to

OhrR and SlyA dimer, placing the MexR dimer in an approximate



FIGURE 2 SEC-SAXS results for apo-MexR. (A) The final averaged SAXS profile of MexR thought SEC elution peak. In purple are the experimental data

and in black the DAMFILT curve obtained from the DAMFILT volume shown in (D) ðc2 ¼ 1:30Þ; curves show the best fit of the theoretical scattering curves

of MexR structures 1LNW:AB (red, c2 ¼ 1:60), 1LNW:CD (blue, c2 ¼ 1:41); 1LNW:EF (yellow, c2 ¼ 1:58), and 1LNW:GH (green, c2 ¼ 1:47).

Insert: the corresponding Guinier plot and linear fit, where the Rg was assed at 23.2 Å within the sRg limit of 0.2 < sRg < 1.3. (B) Dimensionless Kratky

plot of the SAXS profile of apo-MexR. (C) P(r) versus r profile calculated from the SAXS data. (D) DAMFILT ab initio model (beads) superposed with

1LNW:AB, CD, EF, and GH structures in ribbon representation, colored as in (A). To see this figure in color, go online.
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DNA-bound location. The MexR-DNA complexes were then energy mini-

mized using the relax protocol in Rosetta (46).

Multiphase ab initio shape reconstructions were used to describe the

MexR-PII complex (47,48). To distinguish MexR and DNA positions

within the complex, SANS and SAXS curves were simultaneously used

for multiphase ab initio reconstruction using MONSA software (48).

SLD and volume fraction of each phase was estimated using the MULCh

(39). The inputs for the MONSA analysis are summarized in Table S2.

The comparison between theoretical scattering curves from molecular

models and experimental scattering curves was performed using PEPSI-

SAXS/SANS (27), and the goodness-of-fit was estimated by evaluating

the lowest c2 between theoretical and models and experimental scattering

curves.

To estimate the asymmetry of the MexR, we used a variant of a measure

previously used to measure symmetry (49). Let A and B be any two atoms

in one chain of the dimer and A0 and B0 be the corresponding atoms in the

other chain. Then a perfectly symmetric dimer would have distðA;B0Þ ¼
distðA0;BÞ for all pairs of atoms. Asymmetry is defined as the average of

jdistðA;B0Þ � distðA0;BÞj over all pairs of C a. This measure will deviate

from zero when the MexR is asymmetric.
RESULTS

MexR binding to PII DNA

In this study we investigated the MexR interaction with
native, nonsymmetrized PII DNA (Fig. 1 A). The binding af-
finity of MexR to PII dsDNA was measured using ITC.
MexR binds dsDNA with a KD of 240 nM (Fig. S1). This
is comparable to previous measurements by surface plas-
mon resonance (KD ¼ 370 nM) (12). These affinities are
in good-agreement with previously observedMarR affinities
to nonsymmetrized promoters (50–53). The stoichiometry
of MexR binding to PII obtained by ITC implies the binding
of one homodimer of MexR to a single PII duplex DNA. The
thermodynamic profile suggests an entropically driven com-
plex formation, in agreement with other MarR proteins (50).
SEC-SAXS evaluation of the apo-MexR dimer

The SEC-MALLS-RI trace of the MexR protein sample and
the corresponding protein MW correlation calculated
through the major elution peak are shown in Fig. S2. The
MW was calculated from the static light scattering inten-
sities and protein concentration estimates. The MW of
MexR is within the range of 34–38 kDa, with an MW
average of 35.5 kDa. The expected MWof MexR calculated
from the amino acid sequence is 15.3 kDa. Therefore, the
MexR elutes from the SEC column as a dimer.

Synchrotron SEC-SAXS measurement provided high-
quality data of MexR in the absence of DNA, devoid of
any obvious traces of aggregation (Fig. 2 A) (Table S1).
The calculated Rg is slightly lower (23.2 Å; Fig. 2 A) than
the one extracted from previous data recorded without
SEC (25.8 Å) (18). This difference could be due to SEC
removal of slight MexR aggregation in the absence of
Biophysical Journal 122, 1–11, January 3, 2023 5



FIGURE 3 Characterization of MexR-PII com-

plex by small-angle scattering. (A) Scattering curves

registered at different contrast: SAXS of fully pro-

tonated complex (pink), SANS of fully protonated

in 0% (yellow) and 79% (cyan) D2O buffers, and

SANS of the dMexR-PII complex in 0% (red),

56% (green), and 89% (navy) D2O buffers. Contin-

uous black lines show the best fit of the atomic model

(see results section SAS-based molecular modeling

of MexR and the MexR-DNA complex). SAS curves

and fits have been scaled for better visibility.

MONSA fits to data are shown in Fig. S6. (B) Beads

model showing the ab initio reconstructed MexR

(blue)-DNA (orange) complex, with molecular

model superimposed (in ribbon, same color scheme).

Table insert shows corresponding c2 fits-to-data for

the molecular model (PEPSI), c2 fits-to-data for

the molecular model (CRYSOL/N, in Fig. S12, there

are the corresponding curves), and the ab initio re-

constructed model (MONSA). To see this figure in

color, go online.
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DNA and/or to further optimization of construct design and
buffer conditions (see materials and methods for details). A
dimensionless Kratky plot representation of the SAXS data
is shown in Fig. 2 B. A symmetric ‘‘bell-shaped’’ peak is
observed in the dimensionless Kratky plot, suggesting that
MexR likely adopts an overall compact/globular conforma-
tion in solution. P(r) analysis agrees on a compactly folded
dimer unit with maximum dimensions of 77 Å (Fig. 2 C).
Overall, the P(r) profile displays a reasonable symmetric
distribution of distances. In agreement, the overall shape
of the DAMMIF envelope for MexR is consistent with a
compact triangular structure characteristic of MarR family
(Fig. 2 D). Previous crystal structure conformations for
the MexR dimer (13) all fit with similar c2 to the SAXS
data, supporting that the ensemble of conformations
observed in the crystal is also present in solution (18). Taken
together, SAXS data thus show that MexR is a dimer in so-
lution, and ITC data show that it also binds DNA as a dimer.
We will therefore refer to the MexR dimer as ‘‘MexR’’ from
now on.
SAS-based ab initio evaluation of the MexR-DNA
complex

In order to experimentally resolve the DNA-bound complex
of MexR with the PII DNA, we combined SAXS and SANS
with contrast variation data. Two protein-DNA complexes
were produced: one with MexR deuterated to 73% of nonex-
changeable hydrogens and protonated DNA (dMexR-DNA),
and the second complex where both the DNA and the MexR
were fully protonated (hMexR-DNA). In Fig. 3 A all the re-
corded IðqÞ versus q are shown, and all the details of the ex-
periments and the results are reported in Table S2. The SLD
of 73%-deuterated MexR (dMexR) matches the neutron
SLD of 100% D2O buffer (for further information, see
Table S2). The SLD of DNA should match the 56% D2O
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buffer (Table S2 and in Fig. S3 E). The dimensionless
Kratky plots derived from these scattering curves are pre-
sented in Fig. S8, suggesting a well-folded MexR dimer
and complex. To generate low-resolution structure enve-
lopes of MexR-PII from SANS and SAXS data sets, we
used MONSA (48,54). Resulting models consistently
show a triangular-shaped MexR positioned around the
DNA, in agreement with each monomer binding to the
palindromic GTTGA sequence in two consecutive major
grooves (Fig. 3 B, S7 and S6). The overlap of the DNA en-
velope over the protein envelope is probably due to the flex-
ibility of the DNA and the similarity of the contrast in the
SANS hydrogenated conditions.

Based on the obtained SAXS and SANS data sets, we
were interested to see whether we could, at this resolution
and ab initio, resolve any conformation differences between
MexR in free and DNA-bound states. For this comparison,
we decided to focus on the SAXS of apo-MexR and the
SANS data of the d73MexR-PII at 56% v/v D2O, which is
the contrast MP of the DNA (Fig. S3 E); consequently, we
predominantly detected the protein scattering contribution
of the MexR bound state. Our Guinier analysis suggests
Rgs of 23.2 Å and 23.7 Å (56 v/v % D2O) for the unbound
and bound states, respectively (Tables S1 and S2). In agree-
ment, the P(r) distributions for the bound and unbound
states indicate a similar Dmax (74 and 65 Å respectively)
but a slight redistribution of pairwise distances in possible
agreement with slight compaction for the DNA-bound state
compared with the free state (Fig. S8). However, the differ-
ences in Rg are small (22 and 23 Å) and could well be due to
incomplete buffer matching and/or different effects of the
hydration shell in SAS experiments and the effects of HD
exchange within the solvent. Thus, it seems that by SAS
alone, we are not able to detect a reliable, significant differ-
ence in dimensions for the MexR structures/ensembles in
apo and DNA-bound states. Also, if there is a difference



FIGURE 4 SAS-based molecular modeling. (A) Distribution of MD-derived MexR models as a function of the Arg73-Arg730 distance and c2 to the SAXS

data of the apo-protein (red) and the SANS data of dMexR-PII at 56% D2O (black). Model counts show the propensities of models with best fit to data as a

function of c2 to the corresponding data. (B) Magnification of best-fitting models (15% of total c2 range), colored as in (A), with model counts as a function of

the Arg73-Arg730 distances; the ensembles comprise 2091 structures for apo-MexR and 1218 structures for MexR when bound to DNA. 63% (770 structures)

of the structures in the MexR-DNA ensemble are also members of the apo-MexR ensemble. (C) Scatter plot of the asymmetry of the best 15% c2 over the

Arg73 distances. In red are the structures for the apo-MexR and in black the MexR in the presence of the DNA. From the scatter plot, it is evident that MexR

in the presence of the DNA presents more asymmetry than in absence of the DNA. (D) Best-fitting ensembles representing apo-MexR and MexRwhen bound

to DNA (MexR-DNA); 21/10 structures were chosen randomly from the 2091/1218 structures of the respective ensembles shown in (B)–(C). Monomeric

units of the MexR are in blue/skyblue, and Arg73/Arg730 sidechains are shown in orange spheres. (E) Best-fitting MexR-DNA complex to the combined

SANS/SAXS data of MexR-DNA (overlaid with ab initio modeling in Fig. 4 B). The positioning of the palindromes is highlighted in red. To see this figure

in color, go online.
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in compactness between the protein in free and bound states,
or ensembles of states, this is minimal or negligible.
SAS-based molecular modeling of MexR and the
MexR-DNA complex

To increase the structural resolution of the SAS interpre-
tation, we employed a forward modeling approach (55)
using a structural ensemble comprising 15,000 MexR
states, derived from MD simulations. We continued to
use the SAXS of apo-MexR (Fig. 2) and the SANS data
of the d73MexR-PII v/v 56% of D2O to describe the
free and DNA-bound MexR states, respectively. The
closeness of fit to SAS data of structures within the
MD ensemble as obtained by PEPSI-SAXS-SANS was
analyzed as a function of the Arg73-Arg730distance,
which reflects the DNA-binding anchor residues and
thus tentatively the position of the DNA-binding recogni-
tion helices (Fig. 4 A). The c2 minimum as a function of
the Arg73-Arg730distance is broad for both apo and DNA-
bound MexR, but with lower number of well-fitting states
for the DNA-bound MexR SAS data as judged by model
counts (Fig. 4 A). To select the best-fitting ensemble of
states for MexR-DNA and MexR-apo, a c2 cutoff corre-
sponding to the lowest 15% of the total c2 range was
applied, selecting 2091/1218 well-fitting conformations
for the MexR-apo and MexR-DNA states, respectively
(Fig. 4 B). The structural overlap between the two ensem-
bles is significant: a majority (63%, 770 structures) of the
SAS-derived DNA-bound MexR ensemble is also part of
the apo-MexR SAS ensemble. Notably the level of dimer
asymmetry (see materials and methods for definition) is
pronouncedly higher in the ensemble of DNA-bound
MexR states compared with the apo ensemble (Fig. 4
C). This higher degree of asymmetry as well as the struc-
tural spread of the well-fitting conformations is visualized
in a representative ensemble of states in Fig. 4 D. We note
that the ab initio DAMFILT beads model derived from the
MexR-apo SAXS analysis appears to fit better with the
Biophysical Journal 122, 1–11, January 3, 2023 7
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ensemble of apo solution states in Fig. 4 D than to the
MexR-apo crystal structures (Fig. S11).

To obtain a SAS-based molecular model for the entire
MexR-DNA complex, we selected three structures from
the SAS-based ensemble of DNA-bound MexR, with a c2

of 1.20 with respect to SAS data, and respective Rgs and
Arg73 distances of 21.77, 21.99, and 22.06 Å and 26.40,
30.04, and 31.28 Å. We first attempted to dock MexR to
PII DNA in its B form using the software HDOCKlite
v1.1 (45). However, we consistently got poor fits of the re-
sulting models to both SAXS and SANS data, and by struc-
tural analysis, we found that this rigid-body docking was
unable to dock the DNA-binding helices into the DNA,
and too large complexes were thus systematically generated
(Fig. S10). We then instead pursued a template-based dock-
ing, where we first aligned PII B-DNA to the DNA models
in the OhrR-DNA (PDB:ID 1Z9C) and SlyA-DNA (PDB:ID
3QPT) crystal structures, using the dyad center as an MP.
Each of the three selected DNA-bound MexR models
were then aligned to OhrR and SlyA dimer, placing the
MexR in an approximate DNA-bound location, and energy
minimized allowing for flexibility both in the protein and
in the DNA to resolve slight clashes. The complex model
with best fit to all MexR-DNA SAS data was chosen to
structurally represent the MexR-DNA complex (Fig. 4 E),
and it is accommodated well within the ab initio SAS-recon-
structed structure envelope (Fig. 3). Furthermore, this final
model retains the observed asymmetry of the MexR-DNA
bound ensemble (4C) as well as the overall linear shape of
the PII DNA, with small adjustments in the protein-DNA
contact areas as observed in both OhrR-DNA (14) and
SlyA-DNA (19) crystal structures.
DISCUSSION

In this work, we have investigated the DNA-binding of
MexR, a protein within the MarR family, with a particular
focus on induced-fit binding compared with conformational
selection (56). The prevailing induced-fit model for ligand
binding in the MarR family implies two distinct structural
states (apo and ligand bound), where ligand binding is
essential to instigate the transition between the apo structure
and that of the bound state. The ligand inducing the fit
could be DNA itself, as proposed for MarR proteins OhrR
and MepR (14,57), or metal ions, as in MarR family metal-
loregulatory proteins where metal binding stabilizes confor-
mations readily amenable to DNA binding (reviewed in
Reyes-Caballero et al. (58)).

MexR belongs to a group of MarR family proteins that do
not need a ligand to bind DNA, but, once bound to DNA, they
need to be ready to bind molecules that instigate repressor
release. Jointly based on experimental data, where we trapped
the crystal structure of a DNA-binding deficient MexR
mutant, and extensive computational evaluation, we previ-
ously proposed a model for MexR ligand binding where vari-
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ously populated structural subensembles within a wide apo
ensemble of structures bind ligands such as DNA and/or reg-
ulators in a conformational selection mechanism (18). The
advantage of such a response is that a single transcriptional
regulator already in its apo state will showcase a wide range
of structures, readily available for binding to DNA but also to
multiple small molecules including clinically essential antibi-
otics that will release DNA binding (59). Thus, with a small
genomic investment, a limited number of adaptable transcrip-
tional regulators enables P. aeruginosa to recognize and
initiate efflux for a wide range of toxic molecules in an effi-
cient and versatile response. Conformational dynamics
related to allosteric regulation have since been proposed for
several MarR family members (60–62). However, direct
experimental evidence supporting conformational selection
as a mechanism for DNA binding in the absence of allosteric
activation has not yet been shown.

To evaluate the structural envelope of the MexR-DNA
complex as well as the envelopes of free and DNA-bound
MexR ensembles in solution, we used neutron and x-ray
SAS jointly with molecular modeling. Within experimental
resolution, we could not resolve any closed-to-open DNA-
binding transition based on Rg analysis alone, and the two
states showed similar level of compactness. However, our
SAS-based modeling showed that although a fairly wide
range of MexR states were consistent with apo SAXS
data, only a narrower ensemble of MexR states were consis-
tent with the DNA-bound SANS data (Fig. 4 B). Impor-
tantly, a majority (63%) of the states in the DNA-bound
MexR ensemble were also part of the larger MexR-apo
ensemble. This suggests significant access to the DNA-
bound states already in the absence of ligand, which for
the first time to our knowledge provides experimental sup-
port for conformational selection as a major contributor to
MexR-DNA binding in solution (62,63).

Interestingly, the SAS-selected ensemble of DNA-bound
MexR is distinctly asymmetric, whereas the apo-MexR
ensemble does not show such preference (Fig. 4 C). In our
previous molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we noted
that there is an intrinsic asymmetric structural property
within MexR, implied by the asymmetric packing of aro-
matic residues in the dimer interface, and which is intercon-
vertible within the time range of the MD simulation (18).
DNA binding may select for a distinct MexR asymmetry,
which may also relate to our choice of a native binding site
(PII), symmetric only within the palindromes (Fig. 1 B).
DNA binding sites are normally symmetrized before co-crys-
tallization with a protein target to obtain highest resolution.
In reality, such symmetric DNA binding sites seldom occur
due to overlap with other DNA binding sites such as promoter
regions. The preference for asymmetry might be a distinct
feature of MexR binding to native DNA sites in solution
that may have been overlooked due to experimental limita-
tions in the crystal. If, and how, DNA-binding dynamics (1)
is related to this asymmetric preference, or whether the
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fuzziness of the MexR-apo and MexR-DNA ensembles
reflect intrinsic dynamic features of both bound and free
complexes, remains to be investigated.

With the help of contrast matching, featured by neutrons,
ab initio models revealed similar MexR positioning on DNA
that has been observed for MarR family proteins OhrR
and SlyA. In agreement, template-based docking using
OhrR- and SlyA-DNA complexes provided MexR-PII-
DNA models with excellent fit to experimental SAS data
(Figs. 3 B and 4 E). Specifically, MexR appears to bind
DNA in a conformation enabling wHTH domain binding
to access the major grooves with the conserved palindromes
similar to what has been observed for other MarR proteins,
even if the distance between the palindromic sequences is
longer in MexR (5 bp) than in OhrR (0 bp) or SlyA
(2 bp). The final MexR-PII complex model retains the asym-
metry present in the MexR-DNA ensemble, which may
relate to the longer distances between the palindromes.
The neutron scattering intensity for the DNA alone suggests
a linear DNA, but the adaptability of B-DNA required to
efficiently bind models from the MexR-DNA ensemble
suggests a final induced-fit refinement of the conformational
selection (56).

Taken together, our observations jointly support a confor-
mational selection model for MexR-DNA binding with
plausible asymmetric binding properties, although detailed
structural features cannot be evaluated at this level of reso-
lution. The SAXS/SANS approach can easily be extended to
other protein-DNA complexes, where complex structures
are not amenable to high-resolution structure determination.
To our knowledge, this is the first time SANS has been used
to study a MarR-type protein-DNA complex in solution, and
this approach could well extend our understanding of the di-
versity of DNA binding within this protein family. Further
unresolved questions remain in this field where SAS could
contribute, such as the role of the two adjacent DNA-bind-
ing sites that are commonly found in operators regulated by
MarR family proteins (64). An increased understanding of
DNA binding and release mechanisms within the MarR
family is essential to understand mechanisms for multire-
sistance and how these could be addressed therapeutically
to improve worldwide health.
DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

The SAS data of apo MexR and MexR-PII complex with
associated models are deposited in the Small-angle Scattering
Biological Data Bank with the accession codes SASDMG9
and SASDMH9 (SASBDB: www.sasbdb.org) (65).
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Supporting material can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.
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